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intonation Misbues

Intonation Miscues-and Apprehension of Text

A review of the research and literieture relevant to .

investigating the:effects of location of punctuation, khrasing,

and,line breaks in text, on the. intonation an4 resulting'

comprehension and perception efforts of children, will be

presented.. The review will focus on the theory that intonation

miscues caused by confusion over punctuation and other phrase
® ? .,

boundaries will make the apprehension of,text more difficult,
.

than necessary for young deVeloping readers (Note 1). Finally,

the question, "Ii there is evidence in the literature that 4

th.e location of Terminal punctuation, line breaks, and phrasing

P

2

in text has a signifbicant effect on the cognition of young

readers, thio what recommendations could be made to publishers
4

of texts for:young childten?.",,will be addressed. ",

The literature and research have shown syntax, which

includes intonation, to be a developmental process. Int7nation

miscues can be caused because the reader anticipates the

! punctuation, or, because the reader is unfamiliar with the

author's punctuation or structure. For the Purpose of this

review, intOnation.miscues will be defilied as thoge that

initolve changes in pitch, stress, or pause from what Ls ,

expeAted. An initial intonation miscue caused by confu'si'on

4
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over punctuation or structure will frequently cause surrounding

, .

text items to change their grammae ical function. Unejpected
t. eJ

0

punctuation can Change,grammattc structure and change the

meani of a tiassage.
..

Effects,of -Punctuation on Intonation

4

7
--Intonation Miscues

.

Punctuation, to some extent, provides the phrasing

necessary for meaningful speech, but is a poor substitute

for the degree of phrasing required in reading (Stevens,

1981). Gutknecht, Apol, and Morton (1982), from an analysis

of second graders'. miscrues, determined that terminal punctuation

4

1

11..

and its location in text affects comprehension: Mostsecond

graders in the study comprehended more when they read standard

texts in which punctuation appeared randomly at the end
-,,of each sentence. It was coneuded that asreaders.become

Mote ro icient, location of terminal punctuation in text

does no(reduce combrehension. Readers at all levels should

'be exposed to random terminal punctuation:,, At the same

time, Gutknecht found that less proficient readtks copprehended

more when reading modified texts. Modified texts irrethis

study consisted of textualimaterialrestructured so that

the ternlindl punctuation was al,ways at the end of a line

of text and the next sentence started on the next lin'e.
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The results of this study suggests that less proficitnt

developing readers may need more structural cues.

Baldwin and Coady (1978) explored the relationship

between punctuation and grammatical expeetation using fifth

graders as subjects. The children were gi #en a manipulated

text in which critical punctuation cues were varied depending

0 il preceding word order: canonilal4seritences which confirmed

the expectation _11f a particular grammatical pattern and

non-canonical sentences which refuter the expectation of,,

a particular grammatical pattern. The study was repeated

using graduate'sludents in lin istics as subjects and the

results of both groups' performance was cornpared. There

a striking difference in the extent that children and

adults utilized punctuation during reading. Both groups

were not influenced by the presence or absence of punctuation

in canonical sentences. Both groups demonstrated lowered

comprehension with non-canonical sentences without. punctuation.

But the apparent difference occurred on punctuated non - canonical

sentences. Adults comprehended these better: almost as

well as punctuAted canonicisentenc sl The\lifth graders
comprehended these no better than n

without punctuation. These readers appeared to ignore,,

-canonical sentences

4
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or failed to perceive, the purpose of punctuation, even

when comma4, question marks, andaso forth, were syntactically
s .

.4 critical. Baldwin and Coady extended their investigation

further by studying 80 second to fifth graders'use of

a

5

semi-noncanonical Sentences, Ni-hety errors were made associated
,

with commas aild gramrnatical,intonation at noun and main

.clause boundaries. Fifth graders performed no better than

second graders. The studies dealt only with sentences,

rrot general context, so it is still an open question as

to how'iredundaneor critical punctuation becomes in discourse

where prior context may build up semantic expeclation biases

that influence attention td punctuation.

1.\-seems likely /hat the major function of punctuation

is to serve as .a system of visual markers which contradict

oepreviously gentrated pse grammatictil expectations. Word

order conditions delfine the redundant.or critical aspect

o'f punctuation cues visual display. Alen sentences are

non-canonical, pu ctuation seems essential in arriving at

correct syntactic analysis, but when sentences are canonical,

punctuation appears to reiterate grammatical information

alreyy provided by word order. Baldwin and Coady suggest

thal the rules of English punctuaticrn established in danjuiiction

a
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with traclitionargrammar are empty conventions which neither

predict nor explain reading behaviors involving punctuation.

Asa result, Baldwin-and Coady raise the question of.whether

. punctuation as an active cue system can be conTidered for

10 year-olds, and by extension, elementary school children.

An hinplication is that pupctuation, as a cue system in reading,
p

has a later onset. Another question tha,t could1e asked,

is whether or nbtthe late onset of rUnctuation utilization

is due to maturation of theieader or lack of appropriate

eaely instruction.'

Read et al (1970 suggest that ma,ny beginning readers

have.difficulty comprehending whEk they read, even though'

they cfkri identify the individual words in a written sentence,

because they depend bceavily on prosodic cues. Prosodic

cues have a influence on oral rea ing and comprehension

(Witte, 1980), If children can tra slat print into something

resembling their own oral language, the retrieval of meaning

will be acc-omplished with greater ease (Stice, 1978). Readers .

do not attend to all details before them on a page, but

selectiyely attend to a sampling. Details selected are

called cues because readers use then as a basis for making

a guess as to the correct response (Voge17.1975).

,.
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Words.alone do not larryilneaning until they are placed

in the str.uctural system of the Rnglish language. Intonation

funetionwas at controller of meaning and provides more phrasing

information to.the reaaer for tke purpose of organizing

the words into meaningful units (Eisenhart, 1974; Stevens,

1981). Eisenhart states that readers must bringto'the

printed page they ability to recognize the graphic cues

that signal meaning. Graphic cues operate as a three part

system: vocabulary, structure, and sound. The, Whole4stem
'I

should be tau.ght, non - technically to children at an earlg-

agetas they are lecrrning to read. Children already know"'

a lot about. language structure intuitively, so the signals

are not new.' She indicates that training ?n graphic cues

.has to be done in the context of meaning in reading not

as part of a spelling or grammar lesson.lbutknecht et al

state that chafes ig,stress, pitch, or pause indicate

the reader's anticipation with regard to expected grammatical

structure. They list seven categories of intonation: (a)

within words, (b) between words within a phrase of a sentence,
,(c) relative to phrase or clause structure of )a tsentence,

(d) at termination of phrase or sentence, (e) where conjunction

.

.7



is used inn place of terminal

and (g) no change.
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netuation (adirect quotes,
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Read et al (1978) obserKed that 7 year-old children

correctly identified subject and pedicate phrases with

surprising acguracy. Poorer success was demonstrated whpn

children were presented with sentences that contained misleading

intonation contours. They seemed to be particularly dependent

upon phrase-final lenithening as a cue signaling syntactic

structure. The prosodic system, the rhythmic patterns of

speech, consists of timed sequences of short and long syllable

duration, accented and unaccented leVels of stress, and

'theorise and fall of pitch- - information readily available

to the listener but missing when the listener beeomes a

reader (LeCoultre & Carroll, 1980. Martin and Meltzer

(1976) conducted a study generated f'r)om the notion that

if syllableS'were seen and heard as when spoken, it would

help children make the connection between sequence of symbols

seen and"sequence of sounds heard. Their conctusron seemed

to be that visual rhythm should improve"ability to organize

read sentences into well-structered wholes acid facilitate
c

luency. Le Coultre and Carroll conducted a study to determine

whether, as Martin and Meltzer predicted, visual lfable

I ;-
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=duration pattern affected c mprehension. The visual display

in their study consisted of a
O

lash for a long syllable,

a triangle for a short'syllabl an inverted triangle to

Indicate a pause and dashes f r rhythm - pulse. They concluded

hat:

1. Visual rhythm gave c ildren an advabtage in ability

to comprehend sentences. T eir study could not Clarify
%.

whether it was the thiplicati "11 ofspeech rhythm or the nature

of the visual display which a ded cqmprehension._ .

2. The fluency effect d scribed by Martin and Meltzer

was not robust.

3. Any pattern not consistent with slieech pattern
would not aid compreice'nsio

Ehri (1976) conducted study with second,third, and

a

Itbefow grade level fourth-g tiers using words printed kn
l

three sizes to correspond tb the intonation patterns of

the text. The intoned Text was then compared with "a standard

text arnd a random text in -which words were printed indiffererrt

sizes and spaces wee varil3d at random. Heriresults indicated.

that children trained to read intoned print Old not omtperform

the strpdard printer rasdOm print groups. She con uded

that printed intonation cues are useless to beginni g readers.

p
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, #
Ahivets (197Q conducted a study aimed at instructing

/ .
. .

first:;graders in intonation skills in reading. There was

no significant difference in overall reading comprehension)
.

_

between the experimental groups, reCeivifig the intonation

instruction and the controlgroups not receiving the intonation

instruction. However,,on the'Test of Intonation, when children

Were rated for appropriate use of pitch, stress, and terminal ,
juncture, there was a significant difference between groups.

!Weans (1968) found thahildren who re-fewer inappropriate

intonation patterns in orarreading, comprehend better in

oral and silent_ reading. Indeaendent read ef.s appear to

use each elemen;t of intonatIon equally well.Witte,(1980)

indicated that big modeling correct intonation patterns orally,

combined with student's repeated reading practice, comprehension'

performance can.be improved in the reading of passage's silently.

Flippo (1980, 1982) hit's emphasized the developmental quality

of intonation idchildren.

Vogel and McGrady point out the importance of childrja

internalizing tht intonation or melody pattern of their

native language for the development of syntax and for reading

comprehension. They state that intonation is perhaps the

most important and-least understood sighaling system-at
"

/
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the sentence level. Intonation's role in children's acquisition
i

of reading ehaifiors and its relationship to instruction

is evidenced by Coady and Baldwin's (1977) survey of Economy,

Holt, Ginn, Houghton Miffliti, and Scott Foresman primers,

in which they found difficult, confusing sentences with

regard to intonation cues.and a virtually complete lack

orguide's for instruction in intonation in the teacher's
b

manuals.
fp

Flippo.(1980) also examined the texts of major publishers

of basal readers (Economy, 1980; Macmillan, 19745; Harper
)

Sc Row, 197.6; Rand McNally, 1974; Harcourt-Brace. JovanoviCh,

Bookinark, 1974, 1979; Scott Foresman, 1974; Houghton Mif

1976; Holt, 1977). It was.found that many of the second

grade level basals examined contained ending punctuation

structure that could conceivably alter the meaning for

unsophisticated primary grade childr'en. Again, no suggestions

were found in the teachers' manuals for children experiencing

comprehension,,difficulties with the location of ending

punctuation.
4.

Because written language is devoilrof intonation the
reader must reimplant the melody by utilizing clues that
punctuation and one's own background of oral Iffnguage provide.

\-)
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4tuditory,memory does not appear to be a factot. Children
. lo"

seem to have the ability tointernalize mel6dy pliitterns,

as they relate to language'acquis.iption,"and of a foreign -

tangtiage as well,'while adults do not. Clay a,nd Iriflaoh
-

.

(1971) found that pool:progress in reading.coold benterpreted
if ,. t .) as 'a failure to structure a very complex seCof res,ponse 6

.,

tiierarchies to intonation cues. Children who make fewer

12

I

_

cpauses tend to be the best readers. Better readers mnplete

a sentence with fall in itch,, Poor readers pause more

and are likely, to use arising or sustained pitch implying

uncertainty, Good readers *read sevenxords between pauses

and 4.7 words petstress. Poor readers read 1.2 words between
O

pauses and stress every word as in reading a list.

The findings of a study by St.ice (1978.) indicate that

children who usually have the most sucAss comprehlSading

written language also have.the most success comprehending

1 contrdstive Wess in standard. English. Conversely,

lack orsuccess in corehen'Sion includes lack of success

comprehending stress in standard English. Intonation as.

a significant part of language is a potentiahinstructional

element for improving what the developing'reader needs to

kntw about language. -She points out several reading

13'
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educators advocate teachirng intonation patterns as part

Intonation,Miscues.

13

4

of the developmental reading curriculum. This would give

likeaders a graterawarenesssof an additional signal system

to indicate peening. Reading, she maintains, is a4;4!fter

a of utilizingifill the available cues to meaning. Intonation

operates similarly across all dialects of Engrish. Some

strategies that could be used to affect cue selection in

the structuring of meaning are listed:

1. Segment utterances into recognizable and manageable
.eunits;

2. Draw attention to special content; ,°
2

3. Make co ntrasts with previously stated or inferred

information;

4. Point out new material;

5. Confirrri or negate a query;

6.' Tag words, phiYases, sentences according to type

and function;

7.. Indicate. that pause can be signaled with a punctuation

mark;

8. Indicate,that context of passage and word: placement

in a phrase or sentenate are aids to peoper identification

and meaning; and

14
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9. Develop awareness of WH words as cues.

Berdsley (1982) supports the view that children make

use of context cues acoordipg to age and ability (Flippo,

1980, 1982). If linguistic constraints within the texture

. to be of value to the reader, some consideratio'nmust be

given to undErstanding4which cues are likely to bp the roost

useful at different stages of reading devekopnent. Bearasley's

study indicates tpat the more useful cue for all readers,

oilier than six to seven year old poor readers, was the proactive

14

V

semantic constraint. In other words, the gist of the phrase

following edeleted word in the cloze test gave the most

help in determining what the missing ord could be. Young

readers seemed to have expectations f meaning from the

material they read based on their experiences with language.

The youngest poor readers predicted words to fit the syntactic

structure of the material. This may be due to the fact

that young readers are bound by the limits of their ability

to take in only certain elements of the materials and may

not have interpreted the reading operation as a linguistic.

one. GOod six year old readers and good and poor readers

in the seven to eight year old age group showed that proactive

4
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....

and retroactive s nantic' cues Were Important information

for interpretation.

Beardsley, and Clay and Imlach seem to agree that reading

behavior becomes patterned close to the onset of instruction

in way's determined by visual and linguistic quality of text;

emphasis of the teacher and his/her methods; and the

develaprbenSal status of the.puRil in the visual, linguistic

I.

and cognitive areas. Approaches to instruction will inevitably

influence the young readers' willingness to use what the

material has to offer and tbelability to integrate the different

aspects of text. The studies so far outlined seem to argue

well for approaches which base early reading materials on

meaningful language without too rigorOus an emphasis on

the precise visual scanning of letters and words, and helping

children become aware of words in relation to one another

(Beardsley, 1182). They also support the idea that the

key to reading lies in the child's own language, and not

^,

in some standard model of English (Stice, 1978). These

studies emphasize the importance of intonation as a controller

of meaning (Eisenhart, 1974), and_also suggest that punctuation

exerts a variable influence upon comprehension (Baldwin

&Coady;Gutknect et al).

O

d
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fpffects of Phrasing and Line Breaks)

"Students who have difficulty piovidingineaningful phrases

16

for words comprehend little. Even if they understand the

words, they will not grasp the meaning of paragraphs unless
ti

they 6rganiie the words into meaningful units (Stevens,1981).

.Poor readers read wrd-by-word rather than organiiing their

input into meanineulgrodpings, but when eneouraged-to

group reading in a meaningfdl way, they are able to comarehend

at a level comparable to that of gobd readers (Cromer, 1970).

Once individuals have become proficient in the recognition

of single words,. they must progress to the notion that words

occur in groups with a certain sense of patterning sequence

ond meaning. If they do not, cautions Cromer, they may

have overlearned word-by-word patterns of reading. These

individuals can/be instructed to change by artificially

grouping wordS in a manner that is meaningful for them.

Cromer recommended the following techniques to build phrase

unlit processing: (a)being read to in phrase unfts, (b)

. flashing groups of words too quickly for readers to read

them word-by-word, (c) sekarating groups of words or phrases

with slashes or spaces, and (d) printing beginning reading

books in pieestablished and Meaningful word groupings which
a

17
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vary systematically the context in which words appear ("Look

at Joe go." "Go look at Rte.").

Parsing (grouping)sentences into meani,ngfuVphrases
0 - .

and clauses is an essential step in language compeehension.
,--- ,11 A

Parsing difficulty is a common reading problem (Kleiman

et al, 1979). Early and recent theorieg*regarcling how readers

code items of infomraiton suggest that phrases or segments

of written material, ct1unks, are the pere,eptual units of

spoken and written language. Chunking sentences facilitates

free recall of informaiton and promtoes rapid. memorization
a

of prose passages. Therefore, preorganization of reading

17

materials into meanie/ word groupingi might improve.efficiency
4

Z i
1of reading as it has improved recall and memorization ( Carver,

1970). Carver suggests that punctuation should be used

to determine the boun1aris between chunks of text and t

chunked text Should npt be broken due to lack of space at

right margins. Royer.iind Cable (1975) indickte that good

readers may, in contrast to poor readers, organixe what

they, ad.

O'Stiea. and,Sindelar (1983) determined that.segmenting

sentences assisted bbth low and high petformance readers

in comprehension .as measured by a maze task. Segmentation

;A'

4
t1
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of written discourse into meaningful units h.lps simplify

Stile syntax of complex sentences. With units isolated, tbr

reader is cued to the relationship among int.rasentence phrases.

-They found that children who rekd slowly, but ae\urately,
A

scored higher on segmented passages than on standard passages..
There was no difference between standakl and segmented passage

performance for children who read with both high fluency

and accuracy. Since segmental aids young developing

readers in comprehension, its e in the classroom would
4

seefn appropriate as a supplement to basic instruction.

O'Shea and Sindelar segmented pakiages as follows: .(a)

subject and predicate of simple sentences were separated
and the object was also separated from the predicate; (b)

noun modifiers, if short, were linked with nouns, and verb

modifiers with verbs; (c) claiuSes were set off and if long,

broken into appropriate thought units. They indicated that

an alternative to, retyping passages would be to use vertical

lines of underlining: Students could help in the preparation

of these segmentedigassaggs.

Goldman, Hogaboam, B711, and ?erfetti (1980) looked

at the length of input segments related to iecoding, or

Of the transforming of material' from short term to long term

11

41
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19

memory; sentence boundaries serve as cues to the individual
, .

to recode. They founct d4fferences between reading and

listening. Boundaries are les§ important in reading because

discourse isuritier reader control, the individual can reread

and backtrack to re-encode ",,whereas in listening the speak1

controls input. The study indicated that skilled readers

,retain encoded discourse of more difficult length longer

than younger and less skilled leaders. The latter used

sentence boundary as a recoding cue only when relatively

few wo-rdsin an easy text had to be read. Demands of word

recognition over lengthier and more difficult text produce

working memory overload, even within a sentence, for less

skillful readers.

In order to help children understand that reading wits

expression means compensating for lack of prosodic cues
I

in written text, Blum and Hoffman (1979), and Schreiber

(1980) suggested drawing attention to the spacing-between

words as a kind of graphic device. While it only very

occasionally provides evidenv about phrasing, readers do

observe white spaces between words, and through them can

develop clarity about the function of spaces in defining

written word boundaries. Exposure to meaningful p

-44
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they maintain, results in clay about liot'd space and skill'

in recognizing words.

There is also evidence in the literature to sugRst

that visually marking tubjeg.t, pfedicate, and phrase boundaries

should result in an improvemdnt in children's reading
4

O

comprehensiod. Weiss (l9$3) as partippf his dissertation,

investigated two methods of text segmentation to test this.

'hypothesis. The results of this study support the theory

that making the u'ndeilying oral phrase boundaries visible
(

facilitates elementary school children's reading comprehension.

Te4t segmentation is effective in helping elementary school

children ,comprehend text they are reading. Good, average,

and p6o1 readers, when reading material evaluated as "at

or abo e grade level," did impreve their reading

comp ehension when reading texts that,were.segmented along

phrase boundaries': The theory could not be conclusively
/

) supported however, since this study did not directly compare

oral d scourse with the synttctic and pausal phrase formats

in written discourse. Weiss poluts out that this would)

be an interestineirea of future research. Findings of

his ftudy also indicated'that less able readers.perforn'ed

at a level typical of average readers when reading a phrased

20
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difficult passage withota teacher assistance. Tre was

no evidence to suggest that phr ng easy passage_sAwould

hinder good readers' corprehenszon; There is support for

recommending that t'?W social studies textboolcs kite written

using the syntactic an,g.pausal phrase format in presenting

the content mat er ial. Weis suggest that the children's

comprehension would have shown even grea,Ger improvements

if they had been trained to use the phrase segMents beforehand.

Raban (1982) chose line - breaks, a, featumfOr text display

min books printed for young.re.aders,as the focus fOr her s

.1
"`research. Fluent reading requires that the reader discount

line endings which occur at any point in syntax without

this affecting their reading comprehension ?or fluency,

Research has found thi-s to be the case with r aders aged

ten years and up whose eye-movements Now stabilized. Cromer

(1970) supported the notion that one source of comprehension

difficulty could be attributed to.a,di fference in the way

in which the word grouping are arranged in the text. Raba'n

felt there was a great deal of "impressionistic" evidence

that line-breaks do cause difficulties to children when

they are young ind still.learning to read. The difficulties,

however, do not become apparent immediately, because children

A
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in length; difficulties emerge as sentencesjnerease in

lettgth. Teachers can be alerted to conrusion possibly 'caused

by rine-breaks if children's reading is marked by various 1

non-fluencieg and self-corrections. In her study, Ratan

investigated children's reading of a text with line-breaks °

in every possible position, as frequently as possible within

Ilk Subject-Verb-Object-Adverbial sentence pattern. F

the findings of her study, Raban concludes;

1. The solution to the problem of where to break the.

line in texts for young children is not straight forwati
Research points to the valy.e o line -b k s both within

and between phrases. Line-breiiks within a phrase cause

less disruption oi fluency when they occur tol5vards the end

rather than, near the beginning of the sentence. "And" should

not occur at the beginning of a line. "And and prepositions.

"act' as "signposts" in text.

2.. More research is needed in the field, particularly
to identify the hierarchy of elementsfrof sentences like

"ande", so that publishers have alterantives with regard

to line-breaking while preserving the Integrity of sentence

meaning.

23
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findinnof Gutknecht

et al,(1982) ond comfirop the position o'f Flippo (1980,

1982). The effect of the location of ending punctuation

in text on intonation anj'resulting comprehension is a
1

developmental pr6cess and effects the unsophiSticated and/or

low,ability early childhood reader. However, thernOre

able/mature/and developed,reader is not so affected by location

of ending punctuation acid line-breaks.

Recommendations

Goodman arid Burke's miscue analysis (-1972)- gives-i-nsight

into hpw,children regress, and IrokbackSto fix up inconsistencies

produced while reading, and highlights childrens' use of

syntactic and semantic features. 'Research inforrhation on

how children are effected by text structure, such as the'

inforMation presented in thii paper, coupled with factors

of intellect, languagee background and ability, physical tr"

a

I

41.

and emotional stability,-allow children to make the most

of the events and situations that enhance the transfer of

learning. Teachers and publishers should become moreaware
,

of the importance that punctua'tion, intonation, and phrase

boundaries have in children's reading comprehension. If

text segmentation or end Of line punctuation.is related

24
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to'an imp-rovetnent in developing.childrents-reading comprehension,

it might be worthwhile to redesign some texts. It might

also be worth the time it takes teachers to redesign

instructional strategies to work with childv-ii-who-are still

unsophisticated readers on development of strategies to

deal more effectively Iwith phrasing, text segmentatiO,

pUnctuation, and intonation.

The research and literature reviewed in this pttper

has provided some ev }dence to suggest the desirability of

odifyinetextbook design for'use with young developing

.unsophisticated readers..In summary those suggestions include:

1.. Modified terminal punctuation should be used for

beginning anelow ability readers (Gutknecht et al 1982).

27 Punctuation should 4e used to determine the boundaries

between chunks of text (Carver, 1970).
"Po

3. Consideration should be given to the possibility

of .a syllable duration and visual rhythm display in texts

(Le Coultre & Carrol, 1980.

4. Printed intonation cues in texts should be'eliminated

(Ehri, 1974).

5. Phrasing of text Should be prin'ted in meaningful

units to facilitate ellentary school children's reading

4
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comprehension (Weiss, 83; Raban, 1182; O'Shea &Sindelar,
.

' *
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'1983; Cromer, 1970; Stevens,1981; Carver, 1970).

, 6. Do not br-eak chunked text due 4o lack of s cdrf
1

it right margin (Carver, 1970

7. . Make line break.s between phrisies or towards the

end of hentence (Raban, 1082).

8. ISO not use and" or prepositions at the beginning

of a line of print (Raban, 1982).

9. Sentences causing confused intonation should be

eliminated from texts (Coady &Baldwin, 1977).

. 10. Information for dealing with ittonation of text

should be provided in the basals' teachers' maripais (Coady

'dc.Baldwin, 1977).

a

Reading educators, reading specialists, and teachers

of beginning readers-need to be awikte of the effect of location

of punctuation, phrase units, and line-breaks in the text,

onintonition, reading comprehen.hion, and perception. Based

on this review and previous reviews (Flippo, 1980,.982)

of the research and literaturle,.relatively speaking, very

little has been done in this area. However, some work has

been done, and I have found that this 'ork is not widely

known in the field of reading. Continued investigation

.
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into this area, syhthesizingNhat we do know, could havjg
..

a positive iffipact on tile way textual materials are eared
and qn the way they are presented to children. More information

in'this area could fie'a contributiorCto improvinicomprehension

instruction in, schools.
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Reference Notes
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1. This review the literature and research relevant

to inv stigatihg the effects of punt nation, phrase

boun ries, and line breaks in texts on intonation and
I

comprehension, is an update of earlier reviews (Flippo

1980, 1982). This update wag made possible by the work
,

of Hazel Campbell (1984), one 6f my graduate students,
i

.-°
who carried out the update under my guidance and direction.
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